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How long can you expect a leading lawn mower to last? With proper maintenance and a quality mower, you can expect your purchase to last 20 years or 1,500 hours of use. However, poor maintenance and rough use can cut that lifespan in half. To get most life from your driving mower: Don't let it sit for
long periods with a tank full of gas. Clean the blades every year. Change the oil, air filter and spark plugs every year. Follow the manufacturer's recommended maintenance plan. What time of year do riding lawnmowers go on sale? Lawn mowers regularly go on sale at two points in the year: Spring: Many
stores put their lawn mowers on sale in lead-up to the cutting season. These sales usually end in mid-May, but holiday weekends around Memorial Day or Father's Day are not a bad time to buy if you missed the first sales. Early fall: The best lawn mower sales of the year are in September, when retail
stores have to clean up space and mowers are no longer in demand. Is a driving lawn mower worth it? It depends on your lawn and your budget. Driving lawn mowers are substantially more expensive than push mowers, which usually cost at least $1,000. However, many consumers find this high price
worthwhile because of the convenience that driving mowers provide. Consider a leading lawn mower if your lawn: Are wireless lawn mowers any good? Yes, wireless electric lawn mowers have several advantages over traditional gas-powered mowers, including: Limited environmental maintenance
requirements ImpactLowManeuverabilityConvenient storage commercial lawnmowers cut better; Yes, commercial mowers let you cut large areas faster. These machines can also handle excellent wear, which is important for day in, day out professional use. However, these machines are usually an
exaggeration for homeowners. Only consider a commercial mower if: Do you have multiple acres of grass that regularly need cuttingSend several hours each week mowing your lawn Never mind spending thousands of dollars on a harvester Routinely you have to navigate to your mower in the difficult
terrainAre there diesel lawn mowers? Yes, diesel lawn mowers are popular for commercial or heavy duty use. Compared to reapers these: They have stronger enginesMore efficient fuelsYer less maintenance You have longer engine lifeYa, these benefits come with the cost of increased starting prices
and higher fuel costs. How much do horse riding machines cost? Driving mowers are more expensive than push mowers, with prices ranging from at least $1,000 to over $5,000. Most models cost closer to $2,000 to $3,000, though. Price factors include: Cutting-track sizeEngine powerFeatures (such as
cruise control) Optional attachments (such as snowplows) Courtesy of Cub CadetShopping for a new Riding MowerShopping for a riding theocopter can be as confusing as buying a new car. First, you need to choose the basic style you need, then compare deck and machine, machine sizes, power
options and accessories. And, since even stripped-down models can cost more than a thousand dollars, you can't afford to make a mistake and buy the wrong machine for your yard. We will help you choose the best riding lawn mower for your needs with some of the best lawn tractor reviews. In addition,
we will help you navigate the various styles and options to find out which machines are right for your particular lawn and budget. And we'll give you some buying tips with these riding mower reviews so you can get the most bang for your buck and the best riding lawn mower for your needs. Have you ever
thought of a lawnmower robot? They've come a long way! Handyman FamilyWthing is a ZTR? Zero-turn beam mowers (ZTR) are the newest category of lawnmowers and are ranked as the best riding mower to get a job done quickly. They grow in popularity simply because they cut grass much faster
than other forms. And because they have wheel wheels on the front, they can make a 180-degree turn and start cutting the next round without doing a turn-around maneuver. It's like turning a cart in the middle of the hall. Operate the machine using two controls to turn and control the speed of the ground.
There is a little learning curve to get the feel of joysticks. But once you get its hang, you can cut at a top speed of 7 mph. A manufacturer, Cub Cadet, has eliminated the joystick approach and went to a traditional steering wheel and pedal throttle setting. Click here for more information about zero-turn
mowers. Family HandymanLawn Lawnmower Reviews: Basic vs. LoadedTwo lawnmowers that look like they can have very different price tags. The model on the left, for example, costs $2,300 more than the one on the right. What do you get when you spend more on a tractor? Rely on a larger cutting
deck with meter wheels that reduce scalping when the tractor hits a low point. And loaded models have a power deck lift (as opposed to a manual lever lift). Most high-end models have a steering system, while some even include a slope feature for greater comfort. Hydrostatic transmissions on some
expensive models are sensitive to entry. So you get much better pedal control and fewer jerky movements when operating at very low speeds around garden edges and trees. Many high-end models equipped with more powerful V-twin engines that produce more torque at lower revs and reduce vibration
and noise. These models usually have larger gas tanks, so they refill less often. And they have more comfortable seats. Is this the best equestrian mower for your needs? Family HandymanRear mower advantages and ConsRear riding engine (RER) lawnmowers are designed to make only one job-cut
grass. They usually cost less than a comparable-size lawn tractor. So they are popular with homeowners who just want to cut the grass and spend less on it RER machines have declined in popularity over the past few years as homeowners have migrated to ZTR mowers. BACK MACHINE LAWN
MOWER ADVANTAGES: Lower cost of all styles. The heat and noise of the engine are behind you, not between your legs. Better visibility - no engine in front of you. It needs less storage space. It fits through the gates. BACK CONS LAWNMOWER MACHINE: Slow cutting speeds-1.5 to 4.5 mph.
Narrower cutting width (28 inches). The lever-operated gearbox means taking your hand off the wheel to adjust the speed. Accessories options are very limited. Family HandymanLawn Tractor Advantages and ConsLawn Tractors are the most popular of all riding lawnmowers. They are great for cutting
large lawns and for light gardening tasks. Most entry-level models are equipped with a 38-in. cutting deck, while the most expensive versions can reduce by up to 54 in. Most are powerful enough to run an optional grass collection system or tow a garden cart loaded with supplies. However, lawn tractors
are not designed to accept large connections or do heavy duty work. LAWN TRACTOR ADVANTAGES: More back 38 in. and top deck options. A hydrostatic transmission, which allows you to control speed with pedals, comes standard on many models. This is also the smoothest kind of transmission.
Cuts faster at cutting speeds of about 5.2 mph. Most have larger engines with pressure lubrication systems, which keep oil flowing on steeper slopes. It accepts some accessories. TOTAL GRASS TRACKERS: Needs more storage space. Larger bridges may not fit through your gates. Less visibility
because the engine is in front. It cannot handle ground-exercising attachments such as machines and planters. Learn 10 lawn mowing tips and tricks here. Family HandymanGarden Tractor Advantages and DisadvantagesGarden tractors are built in heavy steel frames and have larger engines. So they
can accept wider cutting bridges (up to 60 in.) than a lawn tractor. And, they are powerful enough to handle connections like growers, planters, plow blades and snow blowers. Many are equipped with power take-off (PTO) to run a pump or even a generator. But be prepared to dig deep - they're
expensive. GARDEN TRACTOR ADVANTAGES: Heavy duty construction can handle any job. Power outage (PTO) available in some Larger cutting widths of all four styles: up to 60 in. Powerful enough to run a snow blower or rudder. Hydrostatic transmission, power steering and power bridge lift are
usually standard. CONS TRACKER GARDEN: Needs the most storage space. More limited visibility due to the large engine in front. They are heavy and harder to maneuver in small spaces. Count twice, buy onceevery homeowner wants the biggest machine possible to be able to finish the haircut faster.
Large. But you need to save the beast somewhere, so don't start shopping until you understand how much storage space you have. And, if you need to pass through a gate or use a path, count those backs at the same time. End End the total area you plan to cut, and use an angle meter to measure the
slope angle of your steepest hills. These measurements will determine the style and size of the machine you can buy and help you decide what is the best riding lawn mower for you. Family HandymanZero Turning Radius Advantages and ConsZTR lawnmowers are designed to reduce cutting time in half.
They move faster (up to 7 mph). And because they can light up on a dime, they save the time needed otherwise to circle around to cut the next row. Because they are more nimble, you can cut right onto the trees and garden edging. This almost eliminates the need to cut with a lawnmower. If you just want
to cut the grass, and do it in the shortest possible time, check out a ZTR mower. ZERO TURN RADIUS PROS: Fastest cutting speed of all styles. More nimble? approaches the trees and gardens. More fun to drive! ZERO TURN RADIUS CONS: Can't use in steep hills because the casters on the deck dig
on the slope. Only a few attachments available such as a cart or an empty grass catcher. Learning to drive requires some practice. More expensive than tractors of comparable size. Family HandymanLarge Mower Mower AccessoriesS riding accept optional grass catchers, vacuum systems and carts. But
if you're buying a bigger tractor and living in snow country, consider buying a snowblower or blade plow. They are expensive, but they move snow much faster than a standalone snowblower. Check out 40 lawn care products your outdoor space needs. Finding the best price in riding lawnmowers:
Merchants vs. Big-Box Stores When it comes time to shop, don't assume big-box store employees don't know their stuff. They are often very knowledgeable about the characteristics of the models they carry. And prices at large box stores are often the lowest, especially when they have a sale. If you have
a truck and don't mind hauling home units and assembling yourself, you can save money by buying at a large retailer. On the other hand, traders usually have more in-depth knowledge, and carry an extensive selection. So you can find a different model that best suits your needs. Plus, many dealers offer
test drives, and usually deliver machines to your home and take them when they need service. Some traders even get transactions. And many will match the prices of other retailers to help you find the best riding lawn mower your needs. Prioritize tasksS computers can do it all. But do you really need all
these possibilities? If cutting grass is your primary goal, buy a machine dedicated to cutting grass. For example, a less expensive RR mower can be all you need. However, if you prefer to spend your golf weekends and have the extra cash, check out a fast ZTR machine. The same goes for tractors. If
you are an avid gardener, don't automatically assume that you need a garden tractor. Tools for garden garden It's expensive. In many cases, you will save money by buying a lawn tractor and an independent rudder. On the other hand, if you have a great driveway and you get a lot of snow, a garden
tractor installed with a snowblower blade or plow can be worth the cost and be the best riding lawn mower for you. Lawn Mower Reviews: Buying TipsBuy a name-brand machine with a name-brand machine. Your machine will need service, and if you can't get spare parts, you're unlucky. More
horsepower doesn't get you faster cutting speed. It only takes more power. This is important if you are planning on protection and could be a determining factor in your search for better driving lawn. Comfort is critical. If the seat is not comfortable or does not have enough adjustments, or the pedal
positions do not fit your construction, you will hate the machine. To make life much easier, get a unit with power steering wheel and a power bridge lift. Lift.
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